OPEN INFRASTRUCTURE
OUR MISSION

TO ENABLE INNOVATION
Innovation.
New services, new models, new markets! Fast!

Digital Transformation

Governance
Security
Compliance
Open
Compliant
Sustainable
City Network offers a global public Cloud as well as industry specific clouds based on OpenStack. On and off premise for highly regulated sectors.
Managed services
Professional services
Education & Training
An ever growing challenge which City Network solves globally

Quality and environment:
ISO 9001, 14001

Information security and handling:
ISO 27001, 27010, 27013, 27017, 27018, 22301, PCI-DSS

Industry specific frameworks such as:
Solvency II/III, Basel II/III and more
Regulatory Compliant Cloud Architecture

MODERN ARCHITECTURE FOR THE EUROPEAN ENTERPRISE
Multi-cloud with regulatory safe zone

**Private / Compliant Cloud (Regulatory Safe Zone)**

- Private
  - Object store
  - Block store
- Compliant
  - Object store
  - Block store
- Public
  - Object store
  - Block store

**Public clouds**

- City Cloud
- Azure
- AWS
- GCP
- Oracle

- Only public if EU data processor
- Choice of cloud provider for full flexibility in AI, ML or other functionality